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Abstract— CATS (Computer Automated Test System) is a 

Software testing and Analyzing tool. It is built to test the 

tracing tool. Tracing tool is software that can analyze the 

metadata about the message packets in a communication 

network. CATS will help in efficient testing of the “tracing 

tool”, this helps in saving time effort and cost. CATS will 

provide a mechanism to enhance testing of the Remote 

Interface of tracing tool. Remote Commands will be used to 

launch the Tracing tool from CATS. CATS is used to send 

command line parameters of test execution to the Tracing 

tool. TCPIP Socket Interface is used for connection between 

Tracing tool and CATS. CATS will connect to Tracing tool, 

send commands to execute and get the response and display 

the response to the users in CATS, CATS can be easily 

configured with the Tracing tool parameters. CATS can 

generate the results in different formats as text file, generate 

different graphs, send the execution results to mail, and 

allow printing the execution results. CATS can run a very 

large set of test cases and generate the results. Different 

graphs are provided so that the user can analyze the 

execution as Passed/Failed. KPI is used to show the Tracing 

Tool Performance details. VBA (Visual Basic for 

Applications) program is written which will update the KPI 

sheets for the new QTP (Quick Test Professional) test cases. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The data sent and received through the different COM 

(Communication) ports in the system are in a specified 

format, so when we want to trace all the data flowing 

through the different COM ports, different software was 

needed. In the past the device complexity was low so it was 

sufficient to run software over legacy communication 

interfaces like USB (Universal Serial Bus) or UART 

(Universal Asynchronous Receiver Transmitter). 

The new trace concept set there are different COM 

ports that generate traces that require high bandwidth trace 

stream or some requires low bandwidth trace stream. For 

high bandwidth trace stream, the traces can be collected and 

stored in tracing box sent via Special high speed interface 

ports. And for low bandwidth trace Stream traces can be 

recorded via USB or UART. Tracing tool is used to analyze 

the traces, the traces can be live data flowing through the 

COM port, or the traces can be stored in the local system. 

CATS will connect to Tracing tool, to send 

commands to execute and get the response and display to 

the users in the CATS, CATS can be easily configured with 

the Tracing Tool parameters. TCPIP Socket Interface is used 

for connection between Tracing tool and CATS. Remote 

Commands will be used to launch the Tracing tool from 

CATS. CATS is used to send command line parameters of 

test execution to the Tracing tool [1]. 

II. RELATED WORK 

A. Problem Statement: 

Development of Tool which works as client and should 

connect to tracing tool as a Server, the Client Tool should 

send commands to execute to the tracing tool, when the tool 

receives response, the response is displayed to the users in 

the tool. The Tool should be easily configured with the 

Tracing tool parameters. Tool should be able to generate the 

results in different formats as text file, generate different 

graphs, should send the execution results to mail, and allow 

printing the execution results. Tool should be very user 

friendly; it should provide facility to access all the options 

very easily and should contain help for all options. Tool 

should be able to run a very large set of test cases and 

generate the results [2]. Test cases for using JUnit, QTP 

should be written for the Tool. TCPIP Socket Interface 

should be used for connection between Tracing tool and 

CATS. Tool should be implemented with very high coding 

standards. Different graphs should be provided so that the 

user can analyze the execution as Passed/Failed. 

B. Motivation: 

The output of the CATS will help to locate defects in the 

tracing tool, here a different way of testing the tracing tool is 

done, and Performance of the test cases executing can be 

received fast. In the existing process to get the Performance 

of the tracing tool need to go through lot of process, by 

automating, Performance results can be got very fast. Time 

to test the Commands of the tracing tool will be very much 

reduced; also the time to update the KPI Sheet will be very 

much reduced [4]. CATS is developed as per user’s 

requirements, which can help to run the tracing tool and use 

the features very easily. Users’ want a clear view of how the 

tracing tool is performing and also the tracing tool is tested 

with different scenarios. 

C. Benefits of Automation: 

1) Reduced time to find the defects in the tracing tool. 

2) Reduced time to deliver the product. 

3) Reduces manual effort. 

4) Reduced time to get the Test results. 

III. PROPOSED SOLUTION 

A. Proposed System 

RCP Application to be developed with options as 

1) Preferences to show CATS parameters and update. 

2) Provide User friendly Interface. 

3) Provide Help for every option using Online Help 

and User_Manual.pdf. 
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4) Generate Charts, send to print, send mail the 

Execution Results. 

5) Integrate KPI sheet in CATS. 

6) Provide option to execute Test cases. 

7) Add, delete, and open test suites. 

8) Welcome screen for highlighting important 

features. 

9) Test cases filter. Automate the updating of KPI 

Sheet using VBA. 

Provide a mechanism to enhance testing of the Remote 

Interface of tracing tool. 

The current Remote Interface Testing mechanism was 

limited; the idea for this task was to enhance the existing 

mechanism. 

Remote Commands will be used to launch the Tracing 

tool from CATS. CATS is used to send command line 

parameters of test execution to the Tracing tool. 

Study the Programming Languages which will be used 

to develop the Application, Design and develop the Interface 

of the Application. Study the TCPIP Socket Interface 

program. 

B. Salient Features: 

1) Different Charts generated helps the users to 

analyze the execution results of how many of the 

Test cases Passed/Failed [3]. 

2) CATS can be used to do testing of the commands 

of the Tracing tool.  

3) KPI Sheet Automated Updating helps users to add 

new QTP test cases and the KPI sheet can be 

updated with the new QTP Test case results.  

4) CATS provide users to get the results in different 

formats.  

5) Large set of test cases can be executed and the 

results can be seen. 

6) Different test suite repository can be created and 

can be accessed from anywhere. 

7) Execution Results can be sent to mail and print. 

8) Application Preferences can be configured very 

easily from CATS. 

9) CATS uses TCPIP Socket interface for connection 

between the Tracing tool and the CATS. 

C. CATS Implementation Requirements: 

Tracing tool implemented as TCP server and CATS as TCP 

Client to enable the following: 

1) Be able to receive/send command strings. 

2) Be able to receive/send response strings. 

3) Be able to send events. 

There are no constraints for command and response 

format and data is sent in string (ASCII) (American 

Standard Code for Information Interchange) format. 

D. Configuration of Test Suite for Execution 

Configuring of Test suite for execution consists of 

configuring the Tracing tool path, the test suites will be 

executed by the Tracing tool, only if the path to the Tracing 

tool is correct, Configuring of Test cases for execution 

consists of adding a command with its parameters or 

importing test suite which contains a set of commands, 

when execution is started from CATS, all the commands are 

sent to Tracing tool to execute. When the test cases are 

executing stop option can be used to stop the execution. 

After executing all the test suites the connection to Tracing 

tool is closed. 

E. System Architecture: 

CATS is RCP installable application which uses the eclipse 

plug-in architecture to develop various plugins with the 

various features [5] i.e.: CATS preferences, chart, KPI Sheet 

updating, execute Tracing tool commands etc. The CATS 

tool support extensible architecture designed on the 

principle of the simple MVC (Model View Controller) 

design pattern to support various extensible and decoupled 

plugins. The Presentation layer supports the model-view-

controller architecture and has various subcomponents to 

accomplish options as importing test suites, executing 

tracing tool commands, Generate charts etc. in the same 

process. 

Though MVC comes in different flavors, control 

flow generally works as follows for CATS: 

1) The user interacts with the user interface in some 

way (e.g. import test suite, start execution, stop 

execution). 

2) A controller handles the input event from the user 

interface, often via a registered handler or callback. 

3) The controller notifies the model of the user action, 

possibly resulting in a change in the model's state. 

(e.g. controller updates Main View with execution 

results).  

4) A view uses the model (indirectly) to generate an 

appropriate user interface (e.g. the view shows the 

execution results). The view gets its own data from 

the model. The model has no direct knowledge of the 

view. 

5) The user interface waits for further user interactions, 

which begins the cycle anew. 

Flow of communication between CATS and Tracing tool 

1) CATS will allow user to configure CATS 

parameters. 

2) User will import the test suites to execute and select 

the test suites to execute. 

3) Start tracing tool a Server Socket is created to receive 

queries and send response. 

4) Configure the test setup for execution. 

5) Start the execution. 

6) CATS will query the Tracing tool for status of 

execution. 

7) Tracing tool server will send response to each query 

of its client. 

8) CATS will close the Tracing tool. 

9) Note: Steps 4 & 7 can be repeated any number of 

times. 

F. CATS Main Screen: 

When the user launches the CATS application, CATS GUI 

is displayed to the user which shows by default some remote 

commands of the tracing tool, and this can be preconfigured. 

Users want frequently used commands to be displayed to the 

users when the CATS is launched. Users can remove the 

commands and add new commands with its parameters. 

Launching of Test Application (Tracing Tool) is done when 

the option is selected in CATS. When the tracing tool is 

launched a session is created which contains the information 

of the Tracing tool, which is used to send commands to the 

Tracing tool. This causes CATS to create a TCP Client 
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Socket and start TCP Server Socket for the Tracing Tool 

with a specific port number. CATS sends each command to 

be executed in the Tracing tool, gets back the response and 

the response is displayed to the user in CATS. After all the 

test cases execution the session and the connection to the 

tracing tool is closed. 

G. CATS Execution Results 

After the test cases are executed, the results is saved so that 

the user can tell whether the execution was successful or 

failed. When the system is executing the test cases, the 

execution results is logged into a text file, which contains 

the command its parameters and the execution results, Here 

by default the results are logged onto a single file 

testresults.txt which is in Desktop/test folder when the 

execution results is selected as single file, When execution 

results to be written to separate test suite file is selected for 

each test suite, a testsuite_results.txt file is created in the 

Desktop/test folder where the results of the test suite as the 

command, its parameters and the execution result is written. 

Users want to keep the execution results, as the execution 

results are written in a text file, here user can send the 

execution results to multiple people as when selected option 

send email, the mail configurations consists of the Mail Host 

Name, the Mailing user, Users Mail Password, the Mail 

Subject Text, the Mail Body Text, the Mail From Address, 

the Mailing List, each mail id followed by space. The email 

contains a single file testresults.txt file, if selected the option 

One file in the Execution Results or will send all the 

separate testsuite_results.txt file from the Desktop/test folder 

which are executed in the current Main view. Users wants to 

keep the hardcopy of the execution results, when the system 

executes the commands, the execution results are generated, 

the system provides users to configure the printer name and 

the Printer details. When given print from the CATS, system 

takes all the data shown to the user in the Main View to the 

configured printer to print. 

H. CATS Preferences 

RCP Application has number of configuration parameters 

[6], the parameters needs to be accessed by the user so that 

the changes can be done for the configuration parameters, 

RCP Application provides a view where all the 

configuration parameters are shown to the user where 

parameters can be changed, CATS settings is shown in 

Preferences, the preferences shows the initial values, these 

values can be hardcoded in the code, many of the times the 

preferences values is taken from the system as files, Our 

preferences values is been taken from the QTP.xml file, 

which contains preferences as Mail Configurations, Printer 

names etc. Preferences provides facility where the user can 

change it, the preferences will not be saved until the user 

presses the Apply and Ok button, at any time CATS 

Preferences can be reset to its initial values by pressing the 

Restore Defaults button [7].  When pressed Apply in the 

Preferences all the new changes done by user will be saved 

in the QTP.xml file and also the new changes will be taken 

by CATS. The Preferences allow user to configure the 

Printer Name, Mail Information, and Path to the Tracing 

tool, Path to different folders used in CATS. 

I. KPI Sheet Automation 

For generating the KPI measurements option is provided in 

CATS which will open KPI sheet from the Desktop/KPI 

folder, here KPI_mesurements.xls is opened, where in the 

2nd page there is an Execute button in the KPI 

measurements.xls when clicked the VBA program is run 

which will take QTPPerformanceresults.txt file from the 

same folder and update the KPI Measurements.xls sheet. 

KPI stands for Key performance Indicator, it describes the 

performance of the system, it is provided along with new 

releases, KPI helps to find if the Application is degraded in 

its performance, as if the new changes has not caused 

existing features to stop or degrade in its performance, KPI 

results are plotted as graph, graph can be bar graph, pie 

graph, line graph etc., Here we keep our existing execution 

results and the new results are added, and the KPI Sheet is 

generated, the graphs are shown with the new results. 

Performance of the system is calculated by taking the data 

of system execution, KPI Results can be on the current 

execution results or it can be combined with the previous 

results. KPI are mainly generated by reading the execution 

results data, here the system is put in execution with all the 

required performance measurements, while executing the 

Application, the Application is configured to write the 

execution data in some file, To generate the KPI we read the 

file and generate KPI, here it can be modifying an excel file 

which has all the Performance parameters, After modifying 

the excel file users compare manually the new execution 

results with the previous execution results and also modify 

the graphs which should show also for the new execution 

results. The modifying of the excel file can be done 

manually, or can be automated. Here we have used VBA 

Programming language to modify the KPI Sheet and the 

graphs in the KPI sheet . 

J. CATS Test Case Modification 

As we need additional test suites to execute, we need to add 

it so that the test suites can be executed, for adding the test 

suites for execution, Open option is provided, where the user 

can use Shift/Ctrl key to select multiple test suites to add. 

After the test suites are added, all the test cases inside the 

test suite are shown to the user, where it can be selected for 

execution. As there are many test cases in the test suite, and 

the user wants to execute only certain test cases from the test 

suite, this is done by selecting the test suites to be executed 

and used the option Select Rows for Execution, when the 

execution is started only the test cases which are selected for 

execution are selected and the test cases are executed. Right 

click options is provided in the CATS Main View, options 

as Add, Execute Test case etc. For adding test cases there 

are different ways we can add test cases, we can select open 

option where the test suites to be opened can be selected, or 

by default the test cases shown to user are from the 

Desktop/test folder test.txt, all commands and its parameters 

are added in the Main View, if only specific command to be 

added user is provided a dialog where the user can enter the 

command its parameters and whether the command to be 

executed or not. The test cases which are shown to the user 

can also be edited here the user can change the command 

name, its parameters, command to be Executed or not by 

double clicking on the command, the Execution result can 

also be changed by the user. The test cases which are shown 
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to the user can be deleted here the user can select the test 

cases to be deleted and select delete. When opened a test 

case user wants to change a test case command from one 

command to another command, here a dropdown is shown 

for all the commands. The command can also be changed by 

typing in the command input. Drag and drop facility is used 

where we can drag some Testsuite.txt files from the folders 

and drop it into CATS Application, where the system will 

take all the test suites and add all the test cases in the test 

suites to the Main view. CATS allows the user to remove 

test cases, here the selected test cases are deleted; user can 

use Ctrl/Shift selection to select the rows to delete. It allows 

the user to move up/down certain test cases. All the 

commands entered are validated as incorrect commands are 

not taken. 

K. CATS Additional Features 

RCP Application also provides context sensitive help [8], 

Context Sensitive help is opened when the user focuses on 

the different views and presses F1. All applications provide 

users also with the Keyboard shortcuts e.g. Ctrl + S is used 

in many of the editors to save the file, keyboard shortcuts is 

provided for CATS, which helps the users to use CATS very 

easily. CATS Application Keyboard shortcuts are provided 

to all of the options, when the user presses the shortcut key 

which is configured for the option, the option is executed. 

Shortcut key for Help as F1, Shortcut key to generate 

Charts, to send to Print, to start CATS, to start the Execution 

and to stop the execution [9]. All the Keyboard shortcuts 

which are configured for CATS are given in the help file, 

which can be seen through Online Help. 

L. CATS Help 

Help files are very important for any application, it will help 

the users to use the application easily, RCP Application the 

help files are integrated as html files, the help files contain 

Getting Started Step by Step, to configure CATS and start 

using it. Tasks show the Keyboard shortcuts which can be 

used by CATS, References show each of the options and 

how to use it, and also the different ways to execute the 

option. HTML help can be opened from CATS which shows 

the help for CATS, with the RCP HTML help additional 

options as search for the feature, print, Home, go Forward, 

go Backward, Bookmark the help are shown. The HTML 

help for CATS can be opened by pressing F1. 

 
Fig. 1: Flow Chart of the Client-Server Interaction 

M. Coding Standards, Naming Conventions, Maintenance 

Utilities: 

Development of software project requires to follow the 

coding standards, the coding standards can be from the 

programming language or there can be coding standards 

from the company, like naming conventions applies to how 

the different names are given to different class files, 

packages, plugin names, product names etc. Coding 

standards applies to variable names declaration, usage of the 

language specific or platform specific codes. When 

implementing new changes, the code should be as per the 

standard. 

 
Fig. 2: Data Flow Diagram for CATS 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

CATS provides easy way to configure and connect to 

Tracing tool, execute the Test cases and get the results, 
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CATS allows users to configure the Tracing tool parameters. 

CATS provide users to get the results in different formats. 

Proper logging of the execution results is done. 

The System is tested with large set of Test cases, 

found to be working fine, delay was happening only with the 

Tracing tool to execute the command and send the response 

back. 

Usability of CATS is very high as it is developed 

as RCP application, with Menus, Toolbars, and Help etc. 

CATS is used by the group of people who are involved in 

operating the tracing tool. 

Different ways the Test Results can be generated are. 

1) Results are shown in the Main view of how many 

Test cases Passed/Failed.  

2) Test results can also be generated in single file or 

in separate test suite as per user configurations.  

3) Test Results can also be generated as different 

graphs.  

4) Test Results can also be sent through mail. 

5) Test Results can also be sent to print. 

CATS contains JUnit Test cases integrated with the code, as 

JUnit does not provide GUI testing so the testing done with 

JUnit Test cases is less, QTP Test cases, also helps to detect 

defects in the CATS. QTP Test cases written for CATS 

consists of starting CATS, opening test suites, starting 

tracing tool, running test cases and using all the options in 

the CATS. Different test suite repository can be created and 

can be accessed from anywhere. 

KPI sheets can be automatically updated with the 

new QTP test cases. 

Different Charts generated helps the users to 

analyze the execution results. 

CATS is used to do testing of the commands of the 

Tracing tool. CATS is developed with very high coding 

standards of the company and also the coding standards of 

the programming language, the benefits of having coding 

standards is it allows to maintain CATS very easily. 

V. LIMITATIONS 

1) CATS Application can only be used with the Tracing 

tool, CATS is not made generic so it cannot be used 

with other applications. 

2) Intel Hardware device (User Equipment) may be 

necessary to start the trace logs. 

3) Usage of CATS requires full understanding of the 

Tracing Tool with the different commands and the 

responses. 

4) The reliability and the performance of CATS is not 

directly under control of the user, as CATS may be 

connecting to the Tracing tool from a different PC. 

5) Whenever there is a change in CATS, CATS should 

be rebuilt and the user needs to copy the latest 

version of CATS. 

VI. FUTURE ENHANCEMENT 

Some more functionality which can be added to CATS are 

to show Execution results in different ways. The output 

console for every command executed can be shown. Search 

can be provided for every column. Allow to configure 

different perspectives for CATS. Option can be provided to 

Reset Perspective, which causes CATS to show the default 

perspective. Perspective is the layout of the different views 

in CATS. Option can be provided to show Tips and Tricks. 

Configuration files can be saved in workspace. Action/To-

do items helps user to create to-do lists. Create a history of 

executions and the results. Show only successful/failure test 

cases.   

VII. CONTRIBUTION             

CATS Application contribution is in the area of Software 

Automation, the capabilities provided by CATS which helps 

to do testing of the Tracing tool, can be implemented for 

other software’s. Contribution to better understanding of 

Software Automation. Contribution of CATS helps in 

testing the Tracing tool and finding the defects. Contribution 

towards RCP Application, where CATS is developed with 

number of features which is very much required for many of 

the applications.     
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